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Refer to the exhibits.
 

 
The input array of strings is processed by the batch job that processes, fitters, and
aggregates the values.
 
What is the last message logged by the Logger component after the batch job completes
processing?
 
A)
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B)
 

 
C)
 

 
D)
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A. Option A 
B. Option B 
C. Option C 
D. Option D 
 

Answer: D

 

 

A mule project contains MySQL database dependency . The project is exported from
Anypoint Studio so that it can be deployed to Cloudhub. What export options needs to be
selected to create the smallest deployable archive that will successfully deploy to
Cloudhub?
 
A. Select both the options 1) Attach project sources 2) Include project module and
dependencies 
B. No need to select any of the below options 1) Attach project sources 2) Include project
module and dependencies 
C. Select only below option 2) Include project module and dependencies 
D. Select only below option 1) Attach project sources 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: Explanation 

You can choose Attach Project Sources to include metadata that Studio requires to

reimport the deployable file as an open Mule project into your workspace. You must keep

the Attach Project Sources option selected to be able to import the packaged JAR file back

into a Studio workspace. But requirement here is to create smallest deployable archive that

will successfully deploy to Cloudhub. Hence we can ignore this option. 

We need to select Include project module and dependencies 

As actual modules and external dependencies required to run the Mule application in a

Mule runtime engine 

Hence correct answer is 

Select only below option 2) Include project module and dependencies 

MuleSoft Doc Ref : https://docs.mulesoft.com/studio/7.5/import-export-packages#exporting-

a-studio-project-to-a-deployable-mule-application 

 

 

A web client sends a request to http;//localhost:8081?dept=sales. What is the correct
DataWeave expression to access the value of dept?

Question No : 2

Question No : 3
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A. attributes.queryParams.dept 
B. attributes.dept 
C. message.queryParams.dept 
D. vars.dept 
 

Answer: A

 

 

A shopping API contains a method to look up store details by department
 
To get information for a particular store, web clients will submit requests with a query
parameter named department and a URI parameter named storeld.
 
What is a valid RAML snippet that supports requests from web clients to get data for a
specific storeld and department name?
 
A)
 

 
B)
 

 
C)
 

 
D)
 

Question No : 4
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A. Option A 
B. Option B 
C. Option C 
D. Option D 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Refer to the exhibits. In the choice router, the When expression for the domestic shipping
route is set to "#[payload= "FR"]".
 
What is the output of logger after the execution of choice router is completed?
 

 
"Domestic"
 

Question No : 5 CORRECT TEXT
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•
 
"International"
 
•
 
"US"
 
•
 
A dataweave syntax error
 
(Correct)
 

Answer: D 

Explanation 

To compare, DataWeave syntax is #[payload == "FR"]. In this case only one = is used so it

will give syntax error. 

 

 

Refer to the exhibits.
 
The mule application implements a REST API that accepts GET request from two URL's
which are as follows
 
1) http://acme.com/order/status
 
2) http://acme.com/customer/status
 
What path value should be set in HTTP listener configuration so that requests can be
accepted for both these URL's using a single HTTP listener event source?
 

 
A.  

Question No : 6
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*[order,customer]/status 
B.  
?[order,customer]/status 
C.  
*/status 
(Correct) 
D.  
*status 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct answer is */status as it is the correct way to use wildcards while configuring path

value in HTTP listener 

 

 

 

Refer to the exhibit.
 

Question No : 7
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The Database Select operation returns five rows from a database. What is logged by the
Logger component?
 
A. "Array" 
B. "Object" 
C. "LinkedHashMap" 
D. "CaselnsensitrveHashMap" 
 

Answer: C

 

 

What does C4E stands for in MuleSoft recommended IT operating model?
 
A. Centre for Empowerment 
B. Centre for Engagement 
C. Centre for Enablement 
D. Centre for Excellence 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: Explanation 

Centre for Enablement (C4E) is an IT operating model that enables an enterprise to build

reusable assets, accumulate API’s, leverage best practices and knowledge to enable self

service and efficient delivery in the organization and implement new solutions faster 

 

 

To avoid hard-coding values, a flow uses some property placeholders and the
corresponding values are stored in a configuration file.
 
Where does the configuration file's location need to be specified in the Mule application?
 
A. The pom.xml file 
B. A global element 
C. The mule-art if act .json file 
D. a flow attribute 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct answer is A global element 

When we create a configuration file , that file needs to added as Global Configuration file in

Question No : 8

Question No : 9
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Global element. A global element is a reusable object containing parameters that any

number of elements in a flow can share. You reference a global element from Anypoint

Connectors or components in your Mule application 

 

 

 

Refer to the exhibits.
 

 
In the requestFlow an HTTP Request operation is configured to send an HTTP request with
an XML payload. The request is sent to the HTTP Listener in the transform Flow.
 
That flow transforms the incoming payload into JSON format and returns the response to
the HTTP request. The response of the request is stored in a target variable named the
Result.
 
What is the payload at the Logger component after the HTTP Request?
 
A. A non-empty Java object 
B. The original XML payload 
C. null 
D. The returned JSON response 
 

Question No : 10
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Answer: B

 

 

Why would a Mule application use the ${http.port} property placeholder for its HTTP
Listener port when it is deployed to CloudHub?
 
A. Allows CloudHub to automatically change the HTTP port to allow external clients to
connect to the HTTP Listener 
B. Allows CloudHub to automatically register the application with API Manager 
C. Allows MuleSoft Support to troubleshoot the application by connecting directly to the
HTTP Listener 
D. Allows clients to VPN directly to the application at the Mule application's configured
HTTP port 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: Explanation 

This helps CloudHub to dynamically allocates a port at deployment time. 

MuleSoft Doc Ref : https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-runtime/4.3/deploy-to-

cloudhub#prerequisites 

 
Reference: https://docs.mulesoft.com/runtime-manager/developing-applications-for-
cloudhub
 
 

 

 

A REST connect module is generated for a RAML specification. and then the rest connect
module is imported in mule application in Anypoint Studio. For each method of the RAML
specification , what does the REST connect module provide?
 
A. A scope 
B. A flow 
C. An operation 
D. An event source 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct answer is an operation. For each method of the RAML specification , REST

connect module provide an operation. 

Question No : 11
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Please refer to the below screenshot. 

 

 

 

 

 

A company has an API to manage purchase orders, with each record identified by a unique
purchase order ID. The API was built with RAML according to MuleSoft best practices.
 
What URI should a web client use to request order P05555?
 
A. /orders/{P05555} 
B. /orders/order=P05555 
C. /orders?order=P05555 
D. /orders/P05555 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Question No : 13
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Refer to the exhibits.
 

 
What payload and variable are logged at the end of the main flow?
 

 
A.  
[[5, 10, 15, 20], 1] 
B.  
[[5, 10, 15, 20], 5] 
C.  
[[Req5, Req10, Req15, Req20], 5] 
D.  
[Req5Req10,Req15Req20, 5] 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct answer is [[5, 10, 15, 20], 5] 

Key thing to note here is that any changes made to payload in for each loop are not

available outside for each scope where as variable value updated in for each loop is visible

out side for each loop too. 

 

 

 

Question No : 14

Question No : 15
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Which of the below is not a valid category for connector type?
 
A. Gold 
B. Select 
C. Premium 
D. Community 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: Explanation 

Gold is not valid category for connector types. 

MuleSoft Doc Ref : https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-runtime/3.7/anypoint-

connectors#connector-support-categories 

Text

 

Description automatically generated with medium confidence 

 

 

Refer to the exhibit.
 

 
What is the output payload in the On Complete phase

Question No : 16
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A. summary statistics with NO record data 
B. The records processed by the last batch step: [StepTwol, StepTwo2, StepTwo3] 
C. The records processed by all batch steps: [StepTwostepOnel, stepTwostepOne2,
StepTwoStepOne3] 
D. The original payload: [1,2,31 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: Explanation 

This is a trcik question. On complete phase pyalod consists of summary of records

processed which gives insight on which records failed or passed. Hence option 4 is correct

answer 

MuleSoft Documentation Reference : https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-runtime/4.3/batch-

processing-concept#on-complete 

 

 

 

Refer to the exhibits The Mule application does NOT define any global error handlers.
 
A web client sends a POST request to the Multi application with this input payload The File
Write operation throws a FILECONNECTIVITY error
 
What response message is returned to the web client?
 

 

Question No : 17
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A. "ORDER NOT_CREATED"  
B. "OTHER ERROR" 
C. "File written" 
D. "FILECONNECTIVITY" 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Refer to the exhibits.
 

Question No : 18
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How many private flows does APIKIt generate from RAML specification?
 
A. 1 
B. 2 
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C. 3 
D. 4 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: Explanation 

APIKIt Creates a separate flow for each HTTP method. Hence 4 private flows would be

generated. 

MuleSoft Documentation Referrence : https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-runtime/4.3/build-

application-from-api 

 

 

 

What is output of Dataweave flatten function?
 
A.  
Object 
B.  
Map 
C.  
Array 
(Correct) 
D.  
LInkedHashMap 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct answer is Array. 

Flatten turns a set of subarrays (such as [ [1,2,3], [4,5,[6]], [], [null] ]) into a single, flattened

array (such as [ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, [6], null ]). 

This example defines three arrays of numbers, creates another array containing those

three arrays, and then uses the flatten function to convert the array of arrays into a single

array with all values. 

Source 

%dw 2.0 

output application/json 

var array1 = [1,2,3] 

var array2 = [4,5,6] 

var array3 = [7,8,9] 

var arrayOfArrays = [array1, array2, array3] 

--- 

Question No : 19
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flatten(arrayOfArrays) 

Output 

[ 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 ] 

 

 

 

 

What is the purpose of the api:router element in APIkit?
 
A. Creates native connectors using a 3rd party Java library 
B. Serves as an API implementation 
C. Validates requests against RAML API specifications and routes them to API
implementations 
D. Validates responses returned from API requests and routes them back to the caller 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: Explanation 

The APIkit Router is a key message processor that validates requests against the provided

definition, enriches messages (for example by adding default values to the messages) and

routes requests to a particular flow. Also, the Router raises errors messages if errors

occurs while routing, validating or processing the user request. 

 

 

 

Refer to the exhibits.
 

Question No : 20
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Set paylaod transformer is set the firstName and lastName of the customer as shown in
below images.
 
What is the correct Dataweave expression which can be added in message attribute of a
Logger activity to access firstName (which in this case is Madhav) from the incoming
event?
 
A. firstName 
B. customer.firstName 
C. vars."customer.firstName" 
D. vars."customer"."firstName" 
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Answer: D

Explanation: Explanation 

Explanation 

Correct answer is vars."customer"."firstName" 

Please you can also access firstName using this syntax vars.customer.firstName. 

 

 

 

What is not the function of API Gateway ?
 
A. Determine which traffic is authorized to pass through the API to backend services 
B. Meter the traffic flowing through 
C. Logs all transactions , collecting and tracking analytics data 
D. Specify throttling , security and other policies 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct answer is Specify throttling , security and other policies 

MuleSoft Doc Ref : https://docs.mulesoft.com/api-manager/2.x/api-gateway-capabilities-

mule4 

API Gateway is responsible for below functions. 

1) Determine which traffic is authorized 

2) Meter the traffic 

3) Logs transaction 

4) Apply throttling and other policies (Not specifying. These are specified in API Manager) 

Graphical user interface, text, application

Question No : 22
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Description automatically generated 

 

 

What path setting is required for an HTTP Listener endpoint to route all requests to an
APIkit router?
 
A. /(*) 
B. / 
C. /() 
D. “/*” 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: Explanation 

Option1 is correct syntax to configure HTTP Listener endpoint 

 

 

 

Refer to the exhibits.
 

 
The main flow contains a Flow Reference to the child flow.
 
A web client sends a GET request to the main flow's HTTP Listener that includes a make
query parameter.
 
What values are accessible in the child flow?
 
A. payload 
B. payload 

Question No : 23
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make query param 
C. payload 
model var 
D. payload 
make query param model var 
 

Answer: D

 

 

As a part of requirement , application property defined below needs to be accessed as
dataweave expression. What is the correct expression to map it to port value?
 
A. { port : p('db.port')} 
B. { port : {db:port}} 
C. { port : p['db.port']} 
D. Application property cannot be accessed in Dataweave 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: Explanation 

Option 1 is the correct syntax 

 

 

 

Refer to the exhibits.
 

Question No : 25
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A web client submits a request to http://localhQst:8081 /flights. What is the result at the end
of the flow?
 
A. "string" 
B. "Java" 
C. "object" 
D. "XML" 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Question No : 27
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What MuleSoft API-led connectivity layer is intended to expose part of a backend database
without business logic?
 
A. Data layer 
B. Process layer 
C. Experience layer 
D. System layer 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct answer is System layer 

System APIs provide a means for insulating the data consumers from the complexity or

changes to the underlying backend systems. 

MuleSoft recommends three-layered approach to API-led connectivity, highlighting the

three layers: 

* System APIs 

* Process APIs 

* Experience APIs 

System APIs are the core systems of record underlying core systems of record (e.g. ERPs,

key customer and billing systems, databases, etc.). Process APIs allow you to define a

common process which the organization can share, and these APIs perform specific

functions, provide access to non-central data, and may be built by either Central IT or Line

of Business IT. And finally, the Experience APIs are the means by which data can be

reconfigured so that it is most easily consumed by its intended audience, all from a

common data source. 

The three-layered structure allows for a seamless flow of data from systems of record to

new experiences, and allows for reusability of assets rather than point to point connections.

This approach provides a distributed and tailored approach to architecture, greater

flexibility through loose coupling, and deeper operational visibility into what is being built. 

Diagram
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Description automatically generated 

 

 

What valid RAML retrieves details on a specific customer by its customerId as a URI
parameter?
 
A.  
1. /customers: 
2. /get: 
3. /customerId: 
B.  
1. /customers: 
2. /{customerId}: 
3. get: 
C.  
1. /customers: 
2. /customerId: 
3. get: 
D.  
1. /customers: 
2. get: 
3. /{customerId}: 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct answer is below as it follows the correct syntax. 

/customers: 

/{customerId}: 

get: 

 

 

Refer to exhibits.
 

Question No : 28

Question No : 29
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What message should be added to Logger component so that logger prints "The city is
Pune" (Double quote should not be part of logged message)?
 
A. #["The city is" ++ payload.City] 
B. The city is + #[payload.City] 
C. The city is #[payload.City] 
D. #[The city is ${payload.City} 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct answer is The city is #[payload.City] 

Answer can get confused with the option #["The city is" ++ payload.City] But note that this

option will not print the space between is and city name. This will print The city isPune 

 

 

 

Refer to the exhibits. The main flow contains an HTTP Request in the middle of the flow.
The HTTP Listeners and HTTP Request use default configurations. 
 
A web client submits a request to the main flow's HTTP Listener that includes query
parameters for the pedigree of the piano.
 

Question No : 30
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What values are accessible to the Logger component at the end of the main flow?
 

 
A. payload 
B. payload 
pedigree query params 
C. payload 
producer var 
D. payload 
pedigree query params producer var 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: Explanation 

In this case as outbound call is made using HTTP: POST /child , all attributes will be

replaced by this invocation. Hence query parameter will not be accessible at logger. Hence

correct answer is option 2 

 

 

 

What is minimal requirement in a flow for a Mule application to compile?
 
A. Event Source 
B. Event Processors 
C. Error handlers 
D. Source and processors both 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: Explanation 

Process section is must to get compiles. Process section must have one or more

processors 

Question No : 31
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Diagram

 

Description automatically generated 

 

 

 

Refer to the exhibits. APIKit router is used to generate the flow components for RAML
specification.
 
The Mule application must be available to REST clients using the two URL's
 
http://localhost:8081/internal and http://localhost:8081/external
 
How many APIKit Router components are generated to handle requests to every endpoint
defined in RAML specification?
 
1.Library.raml
 
2./books
 
3. get:
 
4. post:
 
5./order:
 
6. get
 
7. patch

Question No : 32
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